The Multiple Input Compact Signature Analysis (MICSA) has been proposed to reduce the hardware of compaction technique by 50 %. The general formula for the corresponding Aliasing Error Probability (AEP) has been found to lie between 0 and 1, depending on the CUT, and the construction of the MICSA. The hardware conditions for the SS-AEP to be equal to 2-k is obtained, leading to the Improved Multiple Input Compact Signature Analyzer ( IMICSA ). The theoretical analysis and simulation results indicated that for the MICSA, if its k stage is not connected to any of the CUT's inputs, then, The SS-AEP is equal to the reciprocal of 2k, where k is the number of the stages of the signature analyzer, regardless of the construction of CUT, or the initial state of SA. This result indicates that for the IMICSA the more stages are there in MISR the better is the SS-AEP.
Introduction :
In digital circuits, testing is achieved by applying a sequence of input stimuli, known as test vectors, generated by Test Pattern Generator ( TPG ) and checking for possible faults in the circuit by producing observable faulty response at primary output called "Signature", generated by a Data Compressor ( DC). This signature is then compared against a known one ( REF ), where a judgment can be made about the correctness of the circuit [3] , [4] , [5] , [9] , [10] ,1121, [13] , [14] , [15] , [17] .
The signature algorithm should not lose information. Specifically it must not lose the evidence of a fault indicated by a wrong response from CUT. This is refers to Masking ( Aliasing Error Probability AFY ) effect which is the compression of an erroneous output sequence from a faulty circuit into the same signature as the fault free circuit [2] , [7] , [11] , .
Multiple Input Shift Registers ( MISR ) is a preferred technique used to realize efficient built-in self-test (BIST) of digital 'VLSI circuits, it is used extensively as a source for pseudo random binary test sequences and as a means to carry out response compression -known as signature analysis [8], .
This leads to the idea of multiple input compact signature analyzer ( MICSA ) [18] , [19] , in which one unit, constructed from MISR, connected in a closed loop form with the CUT, is used as a random test pattern generator and signature analyzer at the same time, as shown in Fig. 1 , to reduce the hardware of signature analysis compaction technique by 50 %. 
SS-AEP For Multiple Input Compact Signature Analyzer
To study the steady state performance of MICSA, we modeled the proposed system using Markov process [1] , moreover the SS-AEP is calculated.
To calculate the SS-AEP for the MICSA using Markov process, several mathematical manipulations are used :
1-
Modeling the MICSA circuit connected with CUT by generating the Markov State Diagram ( MSD ). Proceedings of the 7 th ASAT Conf. 13-15 May 1997 GC-10 711
2-Constructing the Transition Probability Matrix ( TPM ),then Multiplying it by itself
The general construction of multiple input compact signature analyzer is shown in Fig. 2 , where G(x) represents a net of XORs used to implement of the MISR, and f( X 1 ), f( X 2 )"
,f( X ) represent the outputs of the CUT. Fig. 2 The general construction of multiple input compact signature analyzer .
As shown in Fig. 2 , the MICSA, has two XORed loops ( functions ). The first loop; denoted as the main loop; comprises the shift re gi ster stages and the feedback lines as inputs to G ( X ).
where.: a1, , a t , have the values zero or one, and the summation is modulo-2 adder.
then :
The second loop; denoted as the CUT-loop, contains the shift register stages and the CUT, having the function f(av az , x" ).
The XORing of these two functions is C(X), where :
where m = 1,
Since we use MISR, where all states are reachable from each other, the system can be modeled by irreducible Markov chain 111. If a Markov chain is irreducible, recurrent nonnull, and aperiodic ( i.e., it is ergodic), there exists a unique limiting distribution for the probability of being in a state S i denoted as x s independent of the initial state. These probabilities are called steady-state or equilibrium probabilities.
If the system can be represented by a doubly stochastic matrix, then the probability of existing at any state is equal to the reciprocal value for the number of these states. Therefore, the AEP is equal to the probability of existing at any state.
Theorem :
For the CSA which is constructed from MISR, if its k " stage is not connected to any of the CUT's inputs, then, The SS-AEP is equal to the reciprocal of 2k , where k is the number of the stages of the signature analyzer, regardless of the construction of CUT, or the initial state of SA.
Proaf • This proof is divided into two sections :
Proceedings of the 7th ASAT Conf. 13-15 May 1997 GC-10 r 712 1) Proving that if the k th stage of MISR is connected to any of the CUT's inputs, then the behavior of the CSA using MISR depends on the structure of CUT and it will lose its linearity. Otherwise, it will keep the MISR characteristic. 2) Proving the validity of the theorem. 
1-
with S denoting the MISR state, and n the number of clock cycle.
To prove that the process is double stochastic, let's denote the MISR and CUT state transition matrix by A, the error probabilities in shifting the sequence non-faulty and faulty -which are assumed to be independent-by X, Y, Z, and W respectively, and the MISR states with only two stages by s p and spz respectively, and with both set 
GC-10 715 (10) Proceedings of the 7th ASAT Conf. 13-15 May 1997 X+Y+Z+VV --= 1 since they cover the probability space of any error bit, then from (7), and (10) :
Hence, the process is a double stochastic Markov process ill ( the TPM of a doubly stochastic Markov process has the property that each column and each row sum to one ). Hence each state has an equal opportunity of appearing in the steady state, consequently; 1
Where itss denotes the steady-state probability vector. That is to say each state has an equal probability of occurrence at steady state regardless of the initial state. In particular
prob[S =So ]. = rk
where SO = ( 0,0"0)
The AEP of the system is, in general, given by the probability of returning to the zero state, when starting from zero state, given that the system was not stuck-at this zero state. Note that the formulas derived above are valid for the zero initial state, and did not presume that the system was stacking-at zero. Consequently ,
AEI". = prob[S = S o ] =2"k (11)
Equation (11) reveals that the SS-AEP is a function of ( k ), and that the more stages in MISR the better the SS-AEP. Moreover, SS-AEP is shown to be independent of the type of the polynomial used in realizing the MISR, primitive or not, and independent of the particular choice of the Galois field polynomial used ( within the same k ). Furthermore, it is independent of the particular way by which MISR is implemented-It is also independent of the location of the input stage, independent of the initial state, and finally it is independent of the probabilities X, Y, Z, and W. Moreover, this proof can be extended to cover MISR with k inputs, and the value of SS-AEP rather than the previous proof for two input MISR. Q.E.D.
Cases Studied for Multiple Input CSA ( MICSA) :
For discussing the SS-AEP of the MICSA, the following cases are considered :
1-Structures for MICSA with the k outputs of the signature analyzer equal to the m inputs of CUT. This part studies the cases in which the number of outputs from the CUT are two. The error probability in shifting the sequence non faulty and faulty for the first output( 01 ) -which are assumed to be independent -is given by p, 1-p. The error probability in shifting the sequence non faulty and faulty for second output ( 02) -which are assumed to be independent -is given by q, 1-q.
The following .r.. (1-Y)s, = Ws, +Ws, + Ys, (1-X)s, = Zso +Zs, + Xs, (18) (1 -Y)s, = Wso +Ys, +Ws, s +s 1 +s 2 + s 3 =1
The equations (18) are solved using [16] ; giving :
Substituting the values of X, Y, Z, and W in equation ( 19 ) by the corresponding values of p, q as described in Table ( 1 ) , and simplifying the results, we get :
, s (2 -2q + 2pq -p) 33 = pq+ -213244 Equations ( 20 -23 ) are plotted in Figures ( 17 -20) each figure is followed by a matrix giving the values of the state probability against the error probability p and q.
These figures show that the state probability is depending on the error probability of the CUT(2), the threshold value ( 1/4 ) which is the SS-AEP of MISR in the open loop is greater or less than the probability of the corresponding CSA with MISR in closed loop system, but they are equal for the equally likely error model when = 0.5, which is the same as the one ven by [6] .
( a ) ( b ) Fig. 17 Dependence of the state probability s, of MICSA, with NPP, k =2, m = 1, and 0 = 2 upon the error probabilities of the CUT (2) . 
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This shows that the threshold for 1/16 which is the SS-AEP of the open loop is equal to the probability of existing of all states of CSA with MISR when last stage is not connected to any of the CUT's inputs.
Conclusions :

1-
The SS-AEP of MICSA for k = m, and for k > m with the k th stage connected to one of the CUT inputs is not necessarily the conventional 2.-k limit k being the number of stages of the signature analyzer ). Instead, it is shown that any value from 0 to 1 is attainable as a final value of SS-AEP, depending on : the structure of the CUT, and the construction of the MICSA. These factors, on which SS-AEP of MICSA depends, make its use as a digital circuit test system impractical . 
